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Abstract 

Several experimental tests on the effect of the staggering on wear 
of the contact strip with electrical current are performed on a 
block-on-ring type tester. During testing, the electric current 
and voltage of arc discharge, temperature and wear loss of the 
contact strip are collected. The topography of the worn surface is 
observed. Results show that the staggering has a large effect on 
the wear of the contact strip. The wear rate of the contact strip 
without staggering is less than those with the staggering values of 
35-55 mm. The temperature of the contact strip decreases but the 
arc discharge energy increases with increasing staggering value. 
Thermal wear and arc erosion are two main mechanisms for the 
wear of the contact strip.

Keywords: Sliding electric contact, Wear, Contact wire and strip, 
Staggering.

Introduction

In China, the total mileage of high-speed railway lines has reached 
19, 000 km at the end of 2015. The high-speed train has proved to 
be an effective and safety transportation tool. Generally, a high-
speed train consists of 8 vehicles and the total driving power is 
up to 5300 kW. Such high driving power is transmitted to the 
running train from the ground by one or two contact strips of a 
single pantograph sliding against a contact wire. Therefore, the 
working condition of the pantograph-catenary system of the 
high-speed railway is very poor, which leads to high wear losses 
of the contact strip and contact wire. These are affected by many 
factors, which include the material characteristics of the contact 
strip and wire, sliding speed, contact force, electric current and 
staggering of the contact wire [1-6]. In the literature, effects of the 
material characteristics, sliding speed, contact force and electric 
current on wear of the contact strip and wire were studied [7-14]. 
Severe wear of the contact strip is attributed to thermal wear and 
arc erosion of the contact strip [15-22]. 

In the development of the electrified railway industry, the 
unknown designers applied a sagacious concept called 
“staggering” to the installation of the contact wire. The staggering 
of the contact wire in the electrified railway industry refers to 
the z-shaped arrangement of the contact wire in the horizontal 
plane, as shown in Figure 1. One of the benefits for designing a 
staggering in the contact wire installation is to avoid the contact 
strip with a deep worn groove sliding against the contact wire to 
prevent the pantograph-catenary system from being damaged. 
The other benefit is to increase the service life of the contact strip. 
The staggering value of the contact wire was first applied in the 
low-speed railway track. However, the effect of the staggering 
value on the wear of the contact strip and wire in the high-speed 
railway track need to be understood. In the literature, the effect 
of the staggering value on the wear of the contact strip and wire 
was seldom reported [1-22].

Figure 1: The definition of staggering (Vertical view)

The purpose of the present work is to understand the effect of 
staggering of the contact wire on the wear of the contact strip 
and wire. A series of experimental tests on the effect of the 
staggering on the wear of the contact strip with electrical current 
are performed on a block-on-ring type tester. The wear behaviour 
of the contact stripin the presence of staggering, which includes 
arc discharge, the wear and temperature rise of the contact strip, 
is obtained. 

Test rig, test parameters and test procedures

Test equipment

The test equipment is shown in Figure 2. It is a block-on-ring 
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type tester, which mainly consists of a rotational disc, a contact 
strip holder, a construction frame, a variable-frequency motor, 
an electric cylinder plate, a machine bedplate, a control console 
and an AC power supply. A contact wire is mounted on the 
periphery of the rotational disc. The variable-frequency motor 
drives the rotational disc of 1100 mm in diameter. A strip of 
length 130 mm is mounted on the contact strip holder, which 
has the same cross sectional area as the contact strip used in an 
electrified railway. The contact strip holder can make a vertical 
reciprocating motion at amplitudes of 0-60 mm at frequencies of 
0.3-3 Hz to partly simulate staggering of the actual contact wires 
of electrified railways. More details of the tester can be found in 
literature [23].

Test materials

A commercial pure carbon strip and a commercial copper-silver 
alloy contact wire are used as friction samples, which are being 
used in the high-speed electrified railway. The contact wire is 
embedded into an annular groove of the rotational disc. The 
contact strip is cut into a block of 135× 30× 24 mm. 

The chemical compositions of the copper-silver alloy contact 
wire and contact strip are presented in Table 1. The density of the 
pure carbon strip is ρ=1.69×103 kg/m3.

Figure 2: Tester: (a) schematic of the tester, (b) scheme of the electrical circuit
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Test parameters and test procedures

The electric currents I= 0, 100, 150 and 200 A are adopted. The 
sliding speeds of V= 100, 150 and 200 km/h are applied. The 
normal force of Fn= 60, 80, 100 and 120 N are adopted. The 
contact wire staggering of A= 0, 35, 45, 55 mm in magnitude at 
the frequency of f= 0.5 Hz is used. Before the test, the contact 
strip sample and contact wire sample are treated using abrasive 
papers with grain 1000 and cleaned using alcohol. The average 
roughness of the surfaces of the contact strip and wire is about 
Ra= 3.2-6.4 μm.

Data measurement methods

The wear mass loss of the contact strip is calculated based on 
the difference between the weights of the contact strip before 
and after the test, which are weighted using an electric balance 
at an accuracy of 0.1 mg. The wear volume of the contact strip 
is evaluated as the wear mass loss divided by the density of the 
contact strip. The wear rate is calculated by dividing the wear 
volume loss by the total sliding distance. Because the wear 
volume of the contact wire is too light to measure, the wear 
volume of the contact wire is not given in this paper. The arc 
discharge voltage between the contact wire and strip is collected 
using a Hall voltage sensor. The arc discharge current which flows 
through the contact wire from the strip is collected using a Hall 
current sensor. The friction force, arc voltage and electric current 
are acquired at a sampling rate of 1 kHz. The temperatures of 
the contact strip and wire are measured with a thermal infrared 
imager, which can measure the temperature in the range of -25 
°C-700 °C with the accuracy of 2% at a distance less than 5 m at 
the frequency of 15 Hz. 

Calculation of arc discharge energy

The arc discharge energy is calculated as follows [23]:

                                    
E

UI

d
= ∫ dt

                                             (1)

where, E is the arc discharge energy (J/km), U stands for the arc 
voltage between contact wire and contact strip (V), I represents 
the electric current flowing through the friction pair (A), d is the 
sliding distance and t is the test time. 

Results

Influence of staggering on the wear rate of contact strip 

Due to the limit of the capability of the test machine, the 
staggering value between 0 to 35 mm cannot be applied. Figure 3 
shows the influence of staggering on the wear rate of the contact 
strip. It is seen that in the range of normal force 60-120 N, when 
the staggering is equal to 0, the wear rate of the contact strip 

is the minimum, and when the staggering is equal to 35 mm, 
the wear rate is the maximum and the wear rate decreases with 
increasing staggering in the range of staggering 35-110 mm. The 
maximum wear rate is about 4-10 times as large as the minimum 
wear rate. 
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Figure 3: Influence of staggering on the wear rate of contact strip: 
V=150 km/h

Influence of electric current on the wear rate of contact strip 
in the presence of staggering

Figure 4 shows the influence of electric current on the wear rate 
of the contact strip in the presence of staggering. It is found that 
in the range of staggering 0-55mm, the wear rate of the contact 
strip increases with increasing electric current.
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Figure 4: Influence of electric current on the wear rate of contact strip: 
V=150 km/h

Table 1: The chemical compositions of the copper-silver alloy contact wire and contact strip (wt%)

Material Copper Silver Oxygen Carbon Impurities

Copper-silver alloy contact wire the balance 0.1% ≤0.03% ≤0.03%

Pure carbon strip 99% 1%
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Influence of sliding speed on the wear rate of contact strip in 
the presence of staggering

Figure 5 shows the influence of sliding speed on the wear rate 
of the contact strip in the presence of staggering. It is found that 
when the staggering is equal to 0, the wear rate of the contact 
strip increases with increasing sliding speed, and when the 
staggering is in the range of 35-55 mm, the wear rate decreases 
with increasing sliding speed. 
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Figure 5: Influence of sliding speed on the wear rate of contact strip: 
Fn=80 N,V=150 km/h

Influence of staggering on the temperature of contact strip

Figure 6 shows the influence of staggering on the temperature 
rise of the contact strip. It is found that in the range of normal 
forces60-120 N, when the staggering is equal to 0, the temperature 
rise of the contact strip is the minimum, and when the staggering 
is equal to 35 mm, the temperature rise is the maximum and the 
temperature rise decreases with increasing staggering in the 
range of staggering 35-55 mm.
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Figure 6: Influence of staggering on the temperature of contact strip: 
V=150 km/h 

Influence of sliding speed on the temperature rise of contact 
strip in the presence of staggering

Figure 7 shows the influence of electric current on the temperature 
rise of the contact strip in the presence of staggering. It is found 
that in the range of staggering 0-55 mm, the temperature rise 
increases with increasing sliding speed.
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Figure 7: Influence of sliding speed on the temperature of contact 
strip: V=150 km/h

Influence of electric current on the temperature rise of contact 
strip in the presence of staggering

Figure 8 shows the influence of electric current on the temperature 
rise of the contact strip in the presence of staggering. It is found 
that in the range of staggering 0-55 mm, the temperature rise of 
the contact strip increases with increasing electric current.
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Figure 8: Influence of electric current on the temperature of contact 
strip: V=150 km/h

SEM observation of the worn scars

Figure 9 shows a group of the worn scars of the contact strip. It 
is found that there are traces of arc erosion on the worn surfaces. 
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These traces of arc erosion suggest that arc discharge occurs 
in the tests. Figure 10 shows the variation of the arc discharge 
energy with the staggering. It is seen that the arc discharge 
energy increases with increasing staggering. Comparing Figure 
3 with Figure 6 and Figure 10, it is found that the variation 
tendency of the wear rate of the contact strip is similar to that 
of the temperature rise of the contact strip. This suggests that 
the temperature of the contact strip has a large effect on wear of 

Figure 9: Topography of the worn scars: I=150 A, V=150 km/h, Fn=80 N, (a) staggering A=0, (b) A=35 mm, (c) A=45 mm and (d) A=110 mm

the contact strip. From Figures 9a-9d, it is seen that the traces of 
arc erosion only cover a small part of the whole scar area. From 
Figure 9a, it is found that there are many pits on the worn scar, 
which suggests that adhesive wear appears. From Figures 9b-9d, 
it is seen that there are many grooves and pits on the worn scars, 
which suggest that abrasive wear and adhesive wear take place in 
these cases.

Figure 10: The variation of the arc discharge energy with staggering: 
V=150 km/h

Conclusions

In the present experimental study, several tests are carried out to 
understand the effect of staggering on the wear of the pantograph-
catenary system. The following conclusions are obtained.

(1) The wear rate of the contact strip without staggering is 
less than those with the staggering values of 35-55 mm. In the 

range of staggering 35-55 mm, the wear rate of the contact strip 
decreases with increasing staggering value. 

(2) The temperature rise of the contact strip without staggering 
is less than those with the staggering values of 35-55 mm. In 
the range of staggering 35-55 mm, the temperature rise of the 
contact strip decreases with increasing staggering value.

(3) The arc discharge energy increases with increasing staggering 
value. 

(4) Abrasive wear, adhesive wear and arc erosion are main 
mechanisms for the wear of the contact strip. 
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